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Abstract: The purpose of this study was to assess interobserver and
intraobserver variability in the assessment of clinical and radio-

graphic measurement of lower limb length discrepancy. Clinical

measurements included direct measurement with a tape measure from

anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS) to lateral malleolus and ASIS to

medial malleolus as well as block measurement. Slit scanogram

radiographic measurement was also evaluated. All three clinical

measurements had excellent reliability, but the relatively large mean

differences and the large 95% confidence intervals for clinical

measurements limit the usefulness of these techniques. Slit scano-

gram measurement was the most reliable measurement technique.

The intraobserver variance of direct slit scanogram measurement

included intraclass correlation coefficient of 0.99, mean difference of

0.1 cm, and 95% confidence interval of 0.4 cm. Results were not

influenced by patient age or body mass index. Slit scanogram

measurement is the preferred method for assessment of limb length

discrepancy. The direct slit scanogram measurement described in the

text follows the mechanical axis line of the leg in the ‘‘at ease’’

standing position described by Paley. Direct measurement using

a measuring tape on a full-length slit scanogram is more reliable than

indirect measurement using horizontal lines drawn to a radiolucent

ruler that is positioned by a technician, since direct measurement

avoids errors due to nonparallel positioning of the limb relative to the

ruler, and direct measurement also avoids errors due to non-

horizontal lines drawn from standard bony landmarks to the ruler. The

ideal radiographic measurement technique would have high reliability

and accuracy and would minimize or eliminate radiation.
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Accurate prediction of limb length discrepancy (LLD) at
maturity depends on both reliable acquisition of radio-

graphic data and accurate prediction of future discrepancy.24

Clinical assessment of LLD is notoriously unreliable, with
block measurement widely believed to be the most reliable
clinical measurement technique.15,23 A variety of radiographic
techniques have been developed, including the teleoroentgeno-
gram,23 orthoroentgenogram,11 slit scanogram,21,22,29 computed
tomography (CT) scanogram,1,2,12,14 and ultrasound.16,33

While the reliability of radiographic techniques, includ-
ing orthoroentgenogram, CT scanogram, and ultrasound, has
been assessed, the reliability of slit scanogram measurement
has not been evaluated. Despite this fact, slit scanogram has
been widely accepted as an accurate plain radiographic tech-
nique for limb length assessment. This technique uses a narrow
slit x-ray beam that moves down the extremity and is orthog-
onal to the extremity at all times. This technique is thought to
minimize parallax and magnification errors. A ruler is gen-
erally placed in the midline, and the lower limbs are positioned
in neutral alignment parallel to the ruler.

There are several different methods available to calculate
projected LLD at maturity based on past measurements of
radiographic LLD.3,25,27,34 Errors in the calculation of ultimate
LLD may result from errors in leg length measurement, errors
in assessment of skeletal age, errors in methodology for cal-
culation of predicted LLD, physician math and documentation
error, and inappropriate assumptions regarding normal and
abnormal growth patterns.4,11,31

The outcomes of lower limb epiphysiodesis are quite
variable.4,10,18–20,32 A consistent percentage of patients fail to
achieve limb lengths within 2 cm at maturity. Most studies
attribute less-than-optimal results to variability in skeletal age
assessment, faulty growth assumptions, or flaws in the meth-
odology used to calculate the ultimate discrepancy. Variability
in slit scanogram measurement has not been previously eval-
uated as a source of error in the prediction of LLD at maturity.

The purpose of this study was to assess the reliability of
clinical measurements of LLD and the reliability of the slit
scanogram measurement of LLD.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sixteen patients with documented lower limb discrep-

ancies of various magnitudes and multiple etiologies were
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identified, and consent was obtained to allow them to partic-
ipate in this IRB-approved study. The patients were chosen
because they were all actively being followed for LLD, and all
were scheduled for scanogram studies within a 2-month time
frame of the study date. None of the patients had flexion
contractures of the lower extremity. The patients represented
a wide range of age, body habitus, and LLD (Table 1). Age
range was 1.5 years to 19 years. Etiology of LLD included
osteomyelitis, femur fracture, congenital pseudarthrosis, Blount
disease, hemihypertrophy, fibular hemimelia, tibial hemimelia,
and congenital short femur.

The observers were blinded to the patients’ names,
diagnoses, and history of prior treatment. Four observers (a
pediatric orthopaedic surgeon, a pediatric orthopaedic fellow,
a fourth-year orthopaedic resident, and a physical therapist)
performed the clinical measurements of LLD. The clinical
measurements included direct measurement of each limb, mea-
suring from the top of the anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS)
to the bottom of the lateral malleolus, and a separate set of
measurements from the top of the ASIS to the bottom of the
medial malleolus. Measurements of limb length were made
using new standard woven nursing tape measures (Abco
Dealers, Nashville, TN). A third clinical measurement of LLD
was performed using blocks to level the pelvis as viewed and
palpated from posterior. Sets of blocks measuring 0.25, 0.5,
1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 cm were machined from black Delrin plastic
with tolerances of less than 0.01 cm (Integrated Machine and
Engraving, Sussex, NJ). Patients and observers were instructed
not to discuss the results of any measurements. All results were
recorded in millimeters. LLD was calculated by computer
using the total limb length measurements from the tape mea-
sure to avoid mathematical errors in calculation of discrepancy.

Each observer performed all three clinical measure-
ments on each of the 16 patients, and each observer performed

repeat clinical measurements on a subset of 4 patients to pro-
vide data for intraobserver variance determination. The repeat
examination was performed after all of the other patients were
measured to maximize the interval between measurements
(approximately 4 hours). The order of the three clinical mea-
surements on each patient and the order of the patients were
predetermined randomly using the extra period Latin square
design.13 Measurements were recorded and collected on each
patient prior to evaluation of the next patient.

Each of the 16 patients had a radiographic assessment of
limb length using the supine slit scanogram technique.21 The
film focal distance is standardized at 40 inches at our insti-
tution. The patient is placed on top of a long radiolucent ruler
on a long 36-inch cassette, and both lower limbs are placed in
neutral alignment parallel to the midline ruler.

The three physician observers participated in the eval-
uation of the slit scanograms for LLD. The names on the slit
scanograms were covered with tape, and each physician mea-
sured each leg length independently. The slit scanograms were
measured four times using two measurement techniques. For
the indirect slit scanogram measurement, the observer marked
the slit scanogram at the most proximal aspect of the femoral
head and the middle of the distal tibial plafond, extending
a horizontal line from these landmarks to the midline radio-
lucent ruler. Identical protractors (United States Manufactur-
ing Company, Pasadena, CA) and identical thin radiographic
marking pencils (Dixon Ticonderoga Co, Heathrow, FL) were
used to mark the slit scanograms. The proximal and distal
measurements were recorded from the midline radiolucent
ruler, and all pencil marks were then erased. Calculation of
LLDwas performed afterward by computer using the proximal
and distal measurements; thus, there was no opportunity for
the observer to introduce mathematical errors into the calcu-
lation of discrepancy. The direct slit scanogram measurement

TABLE 1. Demographics of Study Population

Patient Age Height (cm) Weight (kg) BMI Mean LLD Etiology of LLD

1 16 152.5 44.4 19.09 8.88 Osteomyelits

2 4 118 23.1 16.59 9.63 Congenital short pemur

3 9 129 43 25.84 4.73 Hemihypertrophy

4 18 174.5 71.1 23.35 4.94 Congenital pseudarthrosis tibia

5 5 105.5 16.5 14.82 1.81 Hemihypertrophy

6 4 100.5 14.9 14.75 3.58 Osteomyelits

7 14 156.5 97.1 39.65 2.04 Blount Dx

8 4 162.5 63 23.86 2.46 Femur fracture

9 15 191 133 36.46 3.71 Blount Dx

10 1.5 85 10.4 14.39 0.30 Hemihypertrophy

11 19 168 60.5 21.44 4.23 Osteomyelits

12 10 141 37.1 18.66 3.63 Fibular hemimelia

13 10 127 21.2 13.14 4.63 Osteomyelits

14 3 95.5 15.7 17.21 2.15 Tibial hemimelia

15 14 178.5 97.8 30.69 5.23 Blount Dx

16 13 155 97.8 40.71 4.52 Fibular hemimelia

Mean 9.97 140.0 52.9 23.17 4.15

Min 1.5 85 10.4 13.14 0.30

Max 19 191 133 40.71 9.63
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was performed using a tape measure to directly measure leg
length from a mark on the most proximal aspect of the femoral
head to a mark in the middle of the distal tibial plafond
(ignoring the radiolucent ruler).

The interobserver and intraobserver reliabilities of the
three clinical and the two radiographic measurements of LLD
were assessed by calculating the intraclass correlation co-
efficients (ICC),30 the mean absolute differences,5–7 and the
95% confidence intervals within and between examiners. The
ICC is a statistical measure analogous to the kappa statistic
used to evaluate agreement where 1.0 is perfect agreement.
The mean absolute difference is the mean difference between
two measures irrespective of the direction of the difference.
The 95% confidence intervals were based on the observed
distribution, with 95% of all measures falling between these
intervals. The accuracy of the various techniques was not
assessed, since a direct caliper measurement or other gold
standard is not available for comparison.

RESULTS
All four observers performed three clinical measure-

ments of LLD on each of the 16 patients, and each examiner
performed a repeat examination of 4 patients. Each of the three
physicians also evaluated each of the 16 slit scanograms for
LLD using indirect measurements twice and direct measure-
ments twice.

To determine intraobserver variability, we examined dif-
ferences between two clinical or radiographic measurements
of LLD made by the same observer. Reliability of clinical and
radiographic measurement of LLD was assessed using the
ICC. The ICCs for the clinical measurements by the same
examiner (intraobserver reliability) were 0.88, 0.78, and 0.86
for measurement of LLD from ASIS to lateral malleolus and
ASIS to medial malleolus and for blocks. The ICC for
intraobserver reliability of indirect slit scanogram measure-
ment was 0.94; for direct slit scanogram measurement it was
0.99. Table 2 summarizes the data we obtained for intra-
observer variance, including mean absolute differences and
95% confidence intervals. We did not calculate 95% con-
fidence intervals for the three clinical measurements since
there were too few repeat clinical evaluations to yield sta-
tistically meaningful data.

The data for interobserver variance of clinical and
radiographic measurements are summarized in Table 3. Once

again, the direct slit scanogram measurement was the most
reliable technique for assessment of limb length.

We performed two additional analyses to assess the
impact of patient age and body mass index (BMI) on the re-
liability of clinical and radiographic measurement techniques.
Neither age nor BMI had a significant effect on the reliability
of the data.

DISCUSSION
The use of blocks under the short leg to level the pelvis

has been shown to be the most reliable clinical test for LLD.35

Jonson and Gross examined intraobserver and interobserver
variability in LLD assessment using blocks to level the
pelvis.15 That study of 18 Naval Reserve officers noted intra-
observer and interobserver ICCs for the block method of 0.87
and 0.70, respectively.

Our study results suggest that the interobserver re-
liability of all three methods of clinical LLD assessment (ASIS
to medial malleolus, ICC = 0.83; ASIS to lateral malleolus,
ICC = 0.80; block measurement, ICC = 0.83) was similar.
However, the 95% confidence interval was smaller for block
measurements compared with the other clinical measurements
using a tape measure from the ASIS (see Table 3). The 95%
confidence interval for interobserver measurement of LLD
using blocks measured 2.2 cm in our study. This large 95%
confidence interval is unacceptable for clinical decision mak-
ing, and these results confirm the observation by Green et al
that clinical measurement of LLD may be grossly inaccurate.11

There are several methods available for the radiographic
assessment of LLD, such as teleoroentgenogram,23 ortho-
roentgenogram,11,14 slit scanogram,21,22,29 ultrasound,33 and
CT scanogram.1,2,12,14 The reliability of orthoroentgenograms
and CT scanograms has been extensively studied, and in the
absence of flexion contractures they have similar reliability
and accuracy.1,2,14,28 Some of the advantages of CT scanogram
over orthoroentgenogram shown by these studies are de-
creased radiation and better assessment of limb length in the
setting of flexion deformity. To our knowledge the reliability
of the orthoroentgenogram and the CT scanogram has not been
compared with the slit scanogram technique. The interob-
server ICC for CT scanogram has been shown to be as high as
0.99,2 which is quite similar to the interobserver ICC for direct
measurement of slit scanogram (0.98) generated by this study.

Although the slit scanogram radiograph remains the
preferred method for radiographic assessment of LLD in many

TABLE 2. Intraobserver Variance: Summary of Clinical and
Radiographic Measurements

Measurement ICC MD (cm) 95% CI

ASIS to lateral malleolus 0.88 0.89 NC

ASIS to medial malleolus 0.78 1.07 NC

Blocks 0.86 0.81 NC

Indirect slit scanogram 0.94 0.58 1.8

Direct slit scanogram 0.99 0.13 0.4

ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient; MD, mean difference; CI, confidence interval;
NC, not calculated.

TABLE 3. Interobserver Variance: Summary of Clinical and
Radiographic Measurements

Measurement ICC MD (cm) 95% CI

ASIS to lateral malleolus 0.83 1.11 2.6

ASIS to medial malleolus 0.8 1.03 2.5

Blocks 0.83 1.01 2.2

Indirect slit scanogram 0.89 0.7 1.7

Direct slit scanogram 0.98 0.28 1.1

ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient; MD, mean difference; CI, confidence interval.
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centers, including our own, the reliability of slit scanogram
radiographs has not been specifically studied previously. The
advantages of the slit scanogram include avoiding magnifi-
cation errors and potentially decreasing the size of the x-ray
film.23 We measured the radiographic LLD from the slit
scanogram using two different techniques. The indirect slit
scanogram measurement method has been used historically
at our institution. We also used a direct radiographic slit scano-
gram measurement, since we hypothesized that this may be a
more reliable technique.

Direct measurement of limb length with a tape measure
from the slit scanogram proved more reliable than indirect
measurement with a midline radiolucent ruler. Direct slit
scanogram measurement had an intraobserver ICC of 0.99 and
an interobserver ICC of 0.98. We no longer use indirect
measurement of slit scanograms. Significant sources of error
associated with indirect measurement include abduction or
adduction of the limb relative to the midline ruler21 and non-
horizontal lines from bony landmarks to the midline ruler.

Accurate prediction of LLD at maturity depends on relia-
ble and accurate assessment of LLD. Several excellent retro-
spective studies have addressed the issue of ‘‘failure’’ of epi-
physiodesis to achieve equal limb length at maturity4,10,18–20,32

(Table 4). With failure defined as LLD at maturity of greater
than 2 cm, the average failure rate in several large (.50
patients) retrospective studies averaged 23% (range 7–40%).
Blair et al4 give a comprehensive discussion and explanation
for the high failure rates noted historically; some of the reasons
for failure, excluding surgical technique, were errors in timing
and calculation of predicted LLD, error in estimation of ma-
turity, and physician documentation errors. Reliability of ra-
diographic limb length measurement is not addressed in any of
these studies.

Little et al compared three methods for calculating LLD
at maturity (the Anderson, Menelaus and Moseley techniques)
and found no meaningful effect on the accuracy of predictions
at maturity.19 The multiplier method was recently described,
and the results of this method correlate well with the Moseley
method.27 Although skeletal maturity assessment was thought
to increase the accuracy of LLD predictions,3 this has been
called into question in clinical practice.17,19 In addition,
skeletal age determination has been shown to have large
variability.8,9

The relatively high ICCs for the three clinical measure-
ments and for the indirect slit scanogram radiographic mea-
surement technique in this study suggest that these techniques

might be clinically useful. However, the large mean absolute
differences and the large 95% confidence intervals for all of
these measurements are unacceptable in clinical practice. The
direct slit scanogram measurement technique is extremely
reliable and is the preferred method for limb length measure-
ment at our institution.

The direct slit scanogram measurement follows the
mechanical axis line of the leg, and the mechanical axis line is
perpendicular to the ground in the ‘‘at ease’’ standing position
described by Paley.26 Thus, direct measurement is a functional
assessment of limb length. Direct measurement also avoids
errors due to nonparallel positioning of the limb relative to the
axis of the x-ray film and the radiolucent ruler, as well as errors
due to non-horizontal lines drawn from bony landmarks to the
ruler. The ideal radiographic measurement technique would
have high reliability and accuracy and would minimize or
eliminate radiation.23
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